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Ambition
GEOENVI Work Package 4

• Map and analyze the current status of
environmental regulations and practices for
deep geothermal energy development
• Develop recommendations for improved
regulatory practice
• Engage with and decision-makers and other
stakeholders in developing recommendations
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Work package structure
Mapping environmental regulations in GEOENVI case study
countries (T4.1)
• Decision-making process mapping (D4.1)

Stakeholder
engagement (T4.3)
Informing

Barriers & Solutions
Recommendations for improved regulatory practice
• Working paper on recommendations European level (D4.3)
• Compilation of recommendations (D4.2)

Actions
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Recommendations on environmental regulations
Deliverable 4.2 / Deliverable 4.3
February 23

Technical topics:
• Seismicity

Process topics:
Today

• Aeriform emissions

• Complex licensing and delays
March 2

• Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA)

• Aquifers’ interferences and physical
disturbances

• Information sharing

• Discharge of geothermal fluids

• Public participation

March 18

• Local Benefits

March 16

+
• Life Cycle Assessment and finance
Policy briefs to be published on the GEOENVI website

April 13
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Technical topics

SEISMICITY
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Challenges
How to improve information on this issue and harmonize seismicity control?
Besides rules establishing general protection of territories and infrastructures, liability, and
contingency plans, seismicity control can be achieved by applying best practices and
guidelines, which differ by country or area. There are main differences in:
• Seismic data monitoring design
• Thresholds for actions to mitigate risk
• Control systems
• Monitoring data availability
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Recommendations
o Provide a comprehensive description of the status of seismicity in the developed
geothermal areas
A document listing all geothermal plants, the duration of operation, and the lack or occurrence of
anomalous (felt or damaging) seismic events, clarify the operational parameters increasing seismic risk

o Establish a European code of best practices for seismicity monitoring and control
To assess, monitor, and handle the seismic risks potentially connected to geothermal projects

o Harmonise guidelines for all reference sectors (e.g., geothermal, oil & gas, waste
disposal, mining)
Since seismicity relates to different sectors associated with the subsurface activities, it is necessary to
have a consistent set of rules among industries
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Main recommended actions the code should consider
o Conduct a seismic hazard analysis.
This can be done in a stepwise manner starting with a screening, followed by more in-depth analyses in
areas presenting potential hazard

o Adopt good practices for fluid injection or reinjection (flow rate, reservoir overpressure,
reservoir temperature and geology, location, etc.)
For projects of low (threshold to be defined) seismic hazard, no further actions are
needed. In case of a risk of seismic events in the vicinity (threshold to be defined) of the
geothermal installations, the situation needs to be further assessed
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Main recommended actions the code should consider
In cases of actual seismic risk:
o Define a seismic velocity model for the project and the layout of a suitable monitoring
network, install it, and control that it remains operative.
o Conduct seismic baseline (natural background seismic level before operation)
measurements for a period of 6 -12 month before drilling or operation (to be established)
with the installed local network and establish detection threshold (minimum magnitude);
as an alternative, use data from an existing seismometer network to define the baseline.
o Preliminary predictive modelling with available data
o Define contingency plans, also based on local liability regulation.
o Open access to the monitoring data (> ?? magnitude) is strongly advised
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Main recommended actions the code should consider
When/Once wells are available:

o Update the seismic velocity model performing sonic log or Vertical Seismic profile or
check shot (standard in shallow oil and gas well, but not in deep wells)
o Update predictive modelling (flow-temperature-mechanical models of the geothermal
system) of reservoir and surface installations to define the preferred operating window of
the geothermal plant and preferred plant design (such as measures to be taken to avoid
stress-shocks (flow, temperature or gas-related), positioning of sensors, and well design
o Conduct stress-strain analyses on the wells if feasible; refine reservoir model, redo the
seismic risk analysis if needed; if enough events are recorded, assess the GutenbergRichter law associated to local seismicity to assess the presence of structures nearby
Continues…
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Main recommended actions the code should consider
When/Once wells are available:

o Set-up a control system, e.g., a traffic light system (TLS) based on (quasi)real-time signal
processing, correlation of events with production data and forward modelling. It should be
operated solely by skilled and trained personal
o Adapt preliminary thresholds for further actions. Depending on the hazard analysis, the
control system may either be required for the entire lifetime of the geothermal system or
limited to certain project phases
o Evaluate the seismic activity at given points in time (e.g., after an event flagging a
threshold’s pass; after 12 months of operation; during shut-down for
workovers/maintenance) and adapt the monitoring/control if needed. During all operation
phases, update the Gutenberg-Richter law associated with the local seismicity
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The recording of today and the presentations will be soon available at the GEOENVI project website https://www.geoenvi.eu in the
area dedicated to the events
or directly at the link https://www.geoenvi.eu/events/toward-a-european-code-to-assess-monitor-and-handle-the-seismic-risks-indeep-geothermal-projects/
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Open Questions

•

how to collect data from European plants? E.g.
•
•

number of event Mlv > 2 over time
number of event Mlv > 2 over energy production

•

Which practices and documents can be shared to benefit the definition of the EU Code?

•

How to set up the Code preparation?

•

How to keep the rhythm of R&I&D in predictive methods? BAT?

•

What are most relevant follow-up of these recommendations from a national and EU
perspective?
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